
 
 

L.2.2.A-Test 1B Capitalization 

Multiple Choice 

Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 

 

 

 1.  Which word(s) needs a capital letter(s)? 

a. my mom c. christmas 

b. today d. school 

  

 2.  Choose the sentence that does NOT use capital letters correctly. 

a. Have you been to Roaring Springs? c. Disneyland is so much fun! 

b. I live in nampa, idaho. d. I like to fish at the Snake River. 

  

 3.  Choose the sentence that does NOT use capital letters correctly. 

a. We eat a lot of food on thanksgiving. c. Have you been to Craters of the Moon? 

b. Tomorrow is Valentine's Day! d. I like to swim in Lake Lowell. 

  

 4.  Find the sentence that has a mistake. 

a. I like to wear Twinkle Toes shoes. c. I have some new star wars toys. 

b. Do you play with Squinkies? d. I hope I get some new Nike shoes for my 

birthday. 

  

 5.  Find the sentence that has a mistake. 

a. Have you ever been to the Boise Zoo? c. I went to Arches National Monument with 

my family. 

b. We went hiking at jump creek canyon in 

Idaho. 

d. Halloween is my favorite holiday. 

  

 6.  Which item below needs a capital letter? 

a. art c. toys 

b. markers d. barbie 

  

 7.  Which item below needs a capital letter(s)? 

a. town c. grand canyon 

b. ocean d. desert 

  

 8.  Which item below needs a capital letter? 

a. toys c. dolls 

b. blocks d. lego 

  

 9.  Which item below needs a capital letter? 

a. park c. map 

b. city park d. mall 

  



 

 

Answer 1: C  

Answer 2: B 

Answer 3: A 

Answer 4: C 

Answer 5: B 

Answer 6: B 

Answer 7: C 

Answer 8: D 

Answer 9: B 

Answer 10: C 

 

 10.  Which item below should have a capital letter? 

a. pencil c. crayola 

b. marker d. crayon 

  


